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DOG’S GENOTYPE - COLORS

I locus (Intensity)

E locus (Extensions)

Grizzle/Domino

Eg/E
Only in Saluki, Afghan Hound 
& Borzoi. Requires tan point 
genotype on the A locus.

Eg/Eg Eg/e

Cocker Sable

Only in Cocker Spaniel.
Eg/e Eh/E Eh/e

Recessive Red

e/e
No black color in the coat. 
Hides expression of the K and 
A locus.   

No Effect

Allows colors of the K locus 
and A locus to be expressed.

E/E E/e

K locus (Dominant Black) 

Dominant Black

KB/K B KB/k br KB/K y

Hides expression of the A 
locus. Can be modified by 
merle, brown and dilution.

Brindle

Black stripes on red/yellow 
base. Extent of brindling 
depends on the A locus.

kbr/k br kbr/k y

B locus (Brown)

B/B B/b

Non-Brown

b/b

Brown

Turns all 
black into 
brown. 

S locus (White Spotting)

White Spotting 
(Piebald)

Varying 
degrees 
of white 
markings 
occur on any 
color.

S/s p sp/s p

Genes not 
known

Lightens red/yellow 
pigments to lighter shades 
or white.

D locus (Dilution)*

A locus (Agouti)

Sable/Fawn

Shaded sable, clear sable or 
tipped sable.

 ay/a y ay/a w ay/a t ay/a

Tan Points

Tan markings on a dark dog.
 at/a t at/a

Recessive Black

Solid dark color mainly 
encountered in herding 
breeds.

a/a

Agouti/Wolf Gray

Grayish color resembling the 
coat of wild canids. 

 aw/a w aw/a t aw/a

Minimal White 
Spotting

S/S D/D D/d

Non-Dilute

d/d

Dilute

Dilutes black to 
blue, brown to 
isabella. May 
lighten 
red/yellow 
pigments.

Non-Black

Allows colors of the A locus to 
be expressed.

ky/k y

H/h

Harlequin

H locus (Harlequin)

h/h

Non-Harlequin

Only 
expressed 
with merle 
(Mm).

Melanistic Mask

Seen in sable, agouti and 
tan colored dogs. Can be 
hidden behind black coat or 
modifying colors.

Em/Em Em/E Em/e

M locus (Merle)*

M/m

Merle

Affects black, 
brown, blue 
or isabella 
coat color.

m/m

Non-Merle

*Not currently included in our test.
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